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Abstract

In this study we develop a tool to simultaneously invert multi-source magnetic transfer functions (TFs), including magnetotel-

luric (MT) tippers (with period ranging from a few minutes to 3 hours), solar quiet (Sq) global-to-local (G2L) transfer functions

(TFs; with period ranging from 6 hours to 24 hours) of ionospheric origin, and magnetospheric global Q-responses (with period

ranging from a few days to a few months). We further jointly invert the aforementioned multi-source TFs to constrain the

local conductivity structures beneath three islands located in South Atlantic, Indian Ocean and North Pacific. The recovered

conductivity profiles suggest upper mantle plumes beneath Tristan da Cunha and Oahu islands. Besides, our results indicate

resistive lithosphere of different thicknesses beneath these three islands, showing a progressive thickening of oceanic lithosphere

with age.
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Key Points:9

• We develop an inversion methodology to simultaneously invert magnetotelluric and10

geomagnetic depth sounding transfer functions11

• We implemented the methodology to constrain crustal and upper mantle conduc-12
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• Recovered conductivities reveal oceanic lithosphere of different thickness beneath14

each island, confirming a progressive thickening with age15
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Abstract16

In this study we develop a tool to simultaneously invert multi-source magnetic transfer17

functions (TFs), including magnetotelluric (MT) tippers (with period ranging from a few18

minutes to 3 hours), solar quiet (Sq) global-to-local (G2L) transfer functions (TFs; with19

period ranging from 6 hours to 24 hours) of ionospheric origin, and magnetospheric global20

Q-responses (with period ranging from a few days to a few months). We further jointly21

invert the aforementioned multi-source TFs to constrain the local conductivity structures22

beneath three islands located in South Atlantic, Indian Ocean and North Pacific. The23

recovered conductivity profiles suggest upper mantle plumes beneath Tristan da Cunha24

and Oahu islands. Besides, our results indicate resistive lithosphere of different thick-25

nesses beneath these three islands, showing a progressive thickening of oceanic lithosphere26

with age.27

Plain Language Summary28

Determining the physical properties of the Earth’s interior beneath oceans is a fun-29

damental goal of the geoscience. One key property is electrical conductivity, which is sen-30

sitive to temperature, water and melt content. One can constrain the conductivity struc-31

ture beneath oceans based on the analysis of magnetic signals measured at island geo-32

magnetic observatories and from satellites. In this study, we jointly analyzed multi-source33

magnetic signals to constrain the local conductivity structures beneath three islands lo-34

cated in South Atlantic, Indian Ocean and North Pacific. The recovered conductivity35

profiles suggest upper mantle plumes beneath Tristan da Cunha and Oahu islands. Be-36

sides, our results indicate resistive lithosphere of different thicknesses beneath these three37

islands.38

1 Introduction39

Electrical conductivity provides a wealth of information on the thermal and com-40

positional state of the Earth’s interior, being highly sensitive to fractions of conductive41

phases, such as fluids, and partial melts [cf. Khan, 2016; Karato, 2011; Yoshino and Kat-42

sura, 2013]. The relatively shallow electrical structures of the Earth are conventionally43

studied with magnetotelluric (MT) sounding technique, whereas deeper structures are44

probed with geomagnetic depth sounding (GDS) method. Both methods use the trans-45

fer functions (TFs) concept to analyse and interpret the data, thus implying the work46
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in the frequency domain. MT TFs are either impedances, relating horizontal electric to47

the horizontal magnetic field or/and tippers, relating vertical to the horizontal magnetic48

field [Berdichevsky and Dmitriev , 2008]. GDS TFs are more diverse [cf. Banks, 1969; Olsen,49

1998; Schmucker , 1999a; Püthe et al., 2014; Kuvshinov et al., 2021] and mostly rely on50

magnetic field data.51

In general, continents are explored by MT and GDS methods significantly better52

than the oceans for two obvious reasons: a) surface observations are tied to islands that53

are sparsely scattered; b) seafloor observations are usually logistically as well instrumen-54

tally demanding. Despite the latter challenge, more and more seafloor MT studies are55

conducted [cf. Suetsugu et al., 2012; Baba et al., 2013, 2017a; Key et al., 2013; Naif et al.,56

2013], thus stepwise filling the substantial gap in our knowledge about the Earth’s elec-57

tric conductivity structure in the vast oceanic regions. However, the coverage with EM58

observations in the oceans remains poor. In this context, the magnetic field data from59

island geomagnetic observatories is considered a valuable source of information about60

marine electric structures. Due to the very irregular distribution of the island observa-61

tories, at most, one can constrain the local one-dimensional (1-D) conductivity struc-62

tures beneath each observatory and explore the lateral variability of the recovered 1-D63

structures.64

Previously, EM induction studies at islands primarily relied on the GDS technique65

being applied to either magnetic signals of magnetospheric [cf. Khan et al., 2011; Munch66

et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2020] or ionospheric [cf. Simpson et al., 2000; Guzavina et al.,67

2019] origin; recall that under “ionospheric” signals, we understand variations due to so-68

lar quiet (Sq) current system (with periods ranging from a few hours to one day), and69

under “magnetospheric” signals – variations due to ring current (with periods ranging70

from a few days to a few months). With TFs estimated from these data, one can obtain71

1-D conductivity profiles (beneath specific locations) in depth range of ∼ 200 – 1500 km.72

Samrock and Kuvshinov [2013] demonstrated that island MT tippers (estimated73

from magnetic field variations with periods ranging from a few minutes to 3 hours) are74

sensitive to 1-D conductivity distributions beneath islands at depths ∼ 0 – 200 km. Morschhauser75

et al. [2019] performed “quasi” 1-D inversion of MT tippers estimated from the data at76

two island geomagnetic observatories and found significant lateral variability of the re-77

covered 1-D conductivity profiles. Note that the term “quasi” is used to stress the fact78
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that during 1-D inversions, the three-dimensional (3-D) forward modelling operator is79

invoked to calculate tippers which are large due to the ocean induction effect (OIE), orig-80

inated from large lateral conductivity contrasts between ocean and land [Parkinson and81

Jones, 1979; Kuvshinov et al., 2002].82

So far, island GDS and MT TFs were analyzed/inverted separately, resulting in a83

reduced vertical resolution of the recovered conductivity structures outside the target84

depths. Therefore, it is tempting to invert them jointly to improve the resolution and85

diminish uncertainties in the recovered conductivity models.86

We notice that the idea of joint inversion of multi-source electromagnetic (EM) TFs87

is not completely new. For instance, Egbert and Booker [1992] and Bahr et al. [1993]88

inverted GDS TFs (in the form of conventional C-responses; [Banks, 1969; Olsen, 1998]),89

and MT impedances to constrain 1-D conductivity models beneath two continental sites90

in North America and Europe, respectively. Grayver et al. [2017] and Kuvshinov et al.91

[2021] obtained a globally averaged 1-D oceanic conductivity structure based on a joint92

analysis of satellite-detected tidal signals (in the form of tidally-induced radial magnetic93

field component at satellite altitude) and the signals of magnetospheric origin (in the form94

of global C/Q-responses). Munch et al. [2020] jointly inverted new GDS global-to-local95

(G2L) TFs [Püthe et al., 2015], of both ionospheric and magnetospheric origins (to be96

called henceforth as Sq and Dst G2L TFs, respectively). They estimated the G2L TFs97

at several continental observatories and performed their 1-D inversions to detect lateral98

variability in the recovered 1-D conductivity profiles.99

In this study, we develop a methodology to jointly invert island GDS and MT TFs100

for local 1-D conductivity distributions in the presence of known laterally-variable bathymetry,101

which controls the strength and spatial structure of OIE. Note that our previous numer-102

ical studies suggest that the proper account for the OIE requires 3-D forward modellings103

at fine grids, which we perform using nested domains formalism [Chen et al., 2020, 2021].104

We implemented the developed methodology to invert GDS and MT TFs estimated105

at three island geomagnetic observatories. We have chosen islands to locate in different106

tectonic environments, specifically, in the Indian Ocean (Cocos (West) island), in South107

Atlantic (Tristan da Cunha island), and North Pacific (Oahu island). We point out that108

since we work with island geomagnetic observatory data, the only MT TFs we can es-109

timate are tippers. As for GDS TFs, we exploit new Sq G2L TFs [Guzavina et al., 2019],110
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which allow us to account for the complex spatiotemporal structure of the Sq current111

system. We omitted longer-period, Dst G2L TFs since they appeared to be of question-112

able quality (non-smooth behaviour, significant uncertainties) at considered islands; re-113

call that estimating Dst TFs requires a very long time series of observations with accu-114

rate control of the baseline, which is often not the case when one deals with island data.115

Due to the period range of the considered TFs – from a few minutes to one day – we con-116

strain conductivity structures in the depth range from the surface down to approximately117

mantle transition zone (∼ 500 km). To avoid ambiguity in conductivity distribution at118

larger depths, we also include into the joint inversion longer-period global Q-responses119

estimated by Kuvshinov et al. [2021].120

Finally, we interpret the recovered local 1-D conductivity profiles in terms of litho-121

sphere thickness and the presence/absence of mantle plume beneath the considered is-122

lands.123

2 Methods124

2.1 Magnetotelluric tippers125

The source of geomagnetic field variations with periods shorter than 3 hours can

be approximated by a vertically incident plane wave. This allows to relate the vertical

magnetic field component, Z, with the horizontal magnetic field, Hτ = (HxHy), via

the tipper T = (Txy Tzy) [Berdichevsky and Dmitriev , 2008]

Z(rs, ω) = Tzx(rs, ω)Hx(rs, ω) + Tzy(rs, ω)Hy(rs, ω) (1)

where rs is an observation site, and ω = 2π/T is the angular frequency, and T is the126

period. Tippers were estimated in period range 5 min - 3 hours. Details on the island127

data to estimate tippers, and their estimation are discussed in the paper of Rigaud et al.128

[2021], seeing their section “Estimating tippers from the data”. Circles with error bars129

in Figure 3 depict the estimated tippers.130

2.2 Sq global-to-local transfer functions131

The source of daily Sq variations is the ionospheric current system, which has a com-132

plex spatio-temporal structure [Yamazaki et al., 2016; Finlay et al., 2017]. Despite this,133

there were several studies that analyzed Sq variations and utilized a variant of local C-134
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response concept, which represents the source via a single spherical harmonic (SH) which135

is specific for each Sq period [cf. Schmucker , 1970; Simpson et al., 2000; Bahr and Fil-136

loux , 1989]. However, presently there exists a consensus that the description of the iono-137

spheric source by a single SH is too simplistic. Alternatively, local C-responses can be138

estimated without prior assumptions about the source geometry [cf. Olsen, 1998]. The139

prerequisite for the successful implementation of this approach is a relatively dense re-140

gional grid of observations in the region of interest, which is not the case with island ob-141

servations.142

To account for the complex spatio-temporal structure of the Sq source, we resort

to (non-conventional) global-to-local transfer functions, Tmn , that relates a set of SH ex-

pansion coefficients describing the source to a locally measured vertical magnetic field

component [Püthe et al., 2015; Guzavina et al., 2019]

Z(rs, ω) =
∑

n,m∈L(ω)

εmn (ω)Tmn (rs, ω), (2)

where L(ω) specifies a subset of SH for each Sq period (Tp = 24/phours, p = 1, 2, 3, 4).143

For details on the estimation and fundaments underlying the Sq G2L TFs, the reader144

is referred to the paper of Guzavina et al. [2019] (see their Sections 2–4). In short, for145

each period Tp, we determine the external (inducing) SH coefficients, εmn , describing the146

source from horizontal magnetic field components measured at global net of observato-147

ries assuming a prior 3-D conductivity Earth. Then, the corresponding Tmn are estimated148

by relating the local (island) vertical magnetic field component with the determined source149

coefficients. Only data from geomagnetic quiet days (with 48-hr average aa index smaller150

than 7 nT) and from equinoctial months available from 1997 until 2021 were used for151

Sq G2L TFs estimation. We estimated Sq G2L TFs using magnetic data measured at152

Cocos-Keeling Islands (CKI), Honolulu (HON) and Tristan da Cunha (TDC) geomag-153

netic observatories during 128, 370 and 139 magnetically quiet days, respectively. As terms154

with n = p + 1 and m = p are expected to be dominant [Schmucker , 1999b], we ana-155

lyze T pp+1 only. Circles with error bars in Figure 4 represent the estimated Sq G2L TFs.156

It is also important to stress that the Sq data were corrected for ocean tidal signals [Guzav-157

ina et al., 2018].158
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2.3 Global Q-responses159

The source of geomagnetic field variations with periods longer than one day is pri-

marily the magnetospheric ring current. At the Earth’s surface, this source is well ap-

proximated by the n = 1 and m = 0 term, and this fact allows us to estimate global

Q-responses relating the induced and inducing SH coefficients, ε01 and ι01

ι01(ω) = Q00
11(ω)ε01(ω). (3)

Details on the data to estimate global Q-responses and on their estimation can be found160

in the paper of Kuvshinov et al. [2021], seeing their section “Estimating dominant Q-response”.161

Circles with error bars in Figure 5 depict the estimated global Q-responses.162

2.4 Forward modeling163

In this study, we aim to reveal 1-D conductivity structures beneath islands. As we

already discussed in Introduction, island EM TFs are substantially distorted by the ocean

induction effect (OIE). To account for the OIE, we exploit a conductivity model which

includes nonuniform oceanic layer(s) and 1-D mantle underneath (cf. Figure 1). Calcu-

lation of electric and magnetic fields, E and H, in models with 3-D conductivity distri-

bution, σ, requires numerically solving Maxwell’s equations

∇×H(r) = σ(r)E(r) + jext(r),

∇×E(r) = iωµ0H(r),

(4)

where i =
√
−1, µ0 is the magnetic permeability of the free space, and jext is the ex-164

traneous current. r = (r, θ, φ) and r = (x, y, z) for global and Cartesian problem se-165

tups, respectively.166

Our previous studies [Chen et al., 2020, 2021] show that the OIE in island EM re-167

sponses can be accurately accounted for by using a nested integral equation (IE) approach168

and invoking high-resolution bathymetry. Within the nested domain approach, the mod-169

eling is first performed at a large domain and on a coarse grid. Then the results are re-170

fined in the region of interest by performing modeling at a smaller domain and on a denser171

grid. In this study, we adopt the “nested” Cartesian-to-Cartesian tool [Chen et al., 2021]172

to compute tippers and the “nested” global-to-Cartesian tool [Chen et al., 2020] to com-173

pute Sq G2L TFs. In both tools, the core modules of Cartesian solver PGIEM2G [Kruglyakov174

and Kuvshinov , 2018] are used. As for the calculation of global Q-responses, we exploit175
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conventional IE solver by Kuvshinov [2008]. Different TFs – depending on their periods176

and spatial scale of the source – may require different discretization of the correspond-177

ing 3-D models. Specifically, for tippers calculation, we first performed modeling at a178

large domain and coarse lateral grid (with 180×180 cells of 2×2 km2 size), and then179

at a smaller domain and finer lateral grid (with 60×60 cells of 1×1 km2 size). As for180

vertical discretization, for both simulations, the 3-D modeling domain was discretized181

by six layers of 0.5, 0.5, 1, 1, 1.5 and 1.5 km thicknesses. Note that since we exploit IE-182

based solvers, the vertical extent of the modeling domain goes down to 6 km – the max-183

imum depth column around considered islands. To calculate Sq G2L TFs we first per-184

formed modeling at a global (spherical) grid with lateral resolution of 1◦×1◦, and then185

at smaller (Cartesian) domain and finer lateral grid with 80× 80 cells of 10× 10 km2
186

size, corresponding to ∼ 0.09◦×0.09◦ resolution . Finally, global Q-responses are cal-187

culated at a global grid with a lateral resolution of 1◦×1◦. A thin shell set-up was in-188

voked to calculate both Sq G2L TFs and global Q-responses, meaning that the 6-km layer189

is substituted by a thin shell of laterally-variable conductance where the conductance190

is obtained as a product of bathymetry and globally averaged sea-water conductivity (3.2191

S/m). Note that we performed systematic model studies to justify the parameters de-192

scribing the models, namely, cell, grid and domain sizes. 3-D conductivity (or 2-D con-193

ductance) distributions in the considered models are constructed by using the 30′′×30′′194

bathymetry data from the General Bathymetry Chart of the Oceans (GEBCO; Becker195

et al. [2009]).196

2.5 Joint quasi 1-D inversion197

The inverse problem is treated as an optimization problem such that

φd(m) + λφm(m) −→
m

min, (5)

where φd(m) is the data misfit, λ and φm(m) are the regularization parameter and reg-198

ularization term, respectively. m = [β(σ1), β(σ2), · · · , β(σN )] denotes the vector of199

model parameters, where β(·) is a log-based transformation ensuring the positivity of200

the arguments, and N is the number of parameters.201

The data misfit term φd(m) reads

φd(m) =
∑
k∈χ

(
1

Nk

Nk∑
i=1

∣∣wki (fki (m)− dki )
∣∣2) , (6)
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Figure 1. Left: model parameterization adopted in this study. The conductivity models con-

sist of a 1-D layered Earth overlaid by a surface layer (or several layers) representing nonuniform

conductivity distributions in the oceans and landmasses. Conductivity distributions in the sur-

face layers(s) are constructed using bathymetry data (right); by black dots are shown locations of

island geomagnetic observatories data from which are used in this paper.

where χ is a set of TFs from different methods, and wk, fk and dk are the correspond-202

ing data weights, 3-D forward operator and observed (i.e. estimated from the data) TFs,203

respectively. Normalizing with the numbers of actual entries (Nk) aims to equate the con-204

tribution from each method in joint inversion [Key , 2016].205

The regularization term φm(m) reads

φm(m) =
1

pm

N∑
j=1

|ljm|pm , (7)

where lj is the regularization operator of the j-th model parameter. In our implemen-206

tation, it is the first derivative with respect to the model parameters. The scalar pm is207

set to 1.5, which provides a balance between sharp conductivity contrast and smooth mod-208

els [Grayver and Kuvshinov , 2016]. The trade-off between data fit and regularization terms209

in the course of inversion is determined by means of the L-curve analysis [Hansen, 1992].210

We solve the optimization problem (5) using a stochastic algorithm, called Covari-211

ance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy (CMAES) method [Hansen and Ostermeier ,212

2001]. It is relevant to note here that CMAES is a global optimization method, and it213

finds a global minimum for a moderate number of iterations.214
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3 Results215

We use the methodology presented in the previous section to simultaneously in-216

vert tippers, Sq G2L TFs and global Q-responses to obtain the local 1-D conductivity217

profiles beneath three island geomagnetic observatories (cf. their locations in Figure 1).218

In the course of inversion, the 1-D part of the model is parameterized by 45 lay-219

ers with thicknesses ranging from 500 meters near the surface to 200 km at the core-mantle220

boundary (CMB). Below CMB the conductivity is fixed to a high conductivity value –221

105 S/m. Note that topography is not included in the model, as it has a negligible ef-222

fect on the TFs in the considered period range. The starting model was taken as a ho-223

mogeneous 0.01 S/m conductor down to CMB.224

Figure 2 shows the recovered 1-D conductivity profiles beneath TDC, HON and225

CKI – coloured by red, black and blue, respectively – along with the corresponding 95%226

confidence intervals. The details on the recovered layered models – namely, the depths227

to the top of the layers, thicknesses of the layers, conductivities and their upper and lower228

bounds in the layers – are given in the Supporting Information. The figure also demon-229

strates – coloured by green – 1-D section (and corresponding confidence interval) from Ku-230

vshinov et al. [2021]. This model was obtained by a joint inversion of satellite-detected231

radial magnetic field component due to M2 oceanic tide and global Q-responses; the model232

is believed to represent the globally averaged 1-D mantle structure beneath oceans.233

One can see from the figure that 1-D profiles beneath each observatory differ from234

the globally averaged oceanic 1-D conductivity structure in the depth range from the sur-235

face down to ∼ 500 km. The difference is especially noticeable in the first 100 km, i.e.236

at the lithospheric depths. Here the global profile appears to be much less conductive237

than the local profiles, thus better resolving the expected high resistance (∼ 108−109 Ω·238

m2) of the rigid lithosphere. The reason for the lower (less plausible) values of conduc-239

tivities in the local profiles at lithospheric depths is as follows. Local profiles are obtained240

from the inversion of TFs, which are estimated from the magnetic field variations of iono-241

spheric and magnetospheric origin. Due to the purely inductive excitation mechanism242

of these variations, and because the magnetic field on the surface of the Earth is purely243

poloidal, the corresponding TFs are weakly sensitive to the resistive structures in the244

subsurface [Fainberg et al., 1990]. In contrast to these TFs, tidal magnetic fields used245

to constrain global oceanic conductivity at lithospheric depths are excited by motionally-246
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Figure 2. Recovered 1-D conductivity models along with 95 % confidence intervals beneath

TDC, HON and CKI observatories by jointly inverting MT tippers, Sq G2L TFs and global Q-

responses. 1-D section (and corresponding confidence interval) in green is from Kuvshinov et al.

[2021]. The latter model was obtained by a joint inversion of satellite-detected tidal signals and

global Q-response and it is believed to represent the globally averaged 1-D mantle structure

beneath oceans.
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driven ocean electric currents that have a unique characteristic – galvanic coupling of247

these currents with the Earth’s subsurface. This enhances the sensitivity of the analysed248

magnetic fields to the Earth’s resistive structures since these fields (even observed above249

the Earth and hence being purely poloidal) are influenced by the toroidal (galvanic) part250

of the primary tidal EM field. Despite less reliable values of conductivity in the local pro-251

files at the lithospheric depths, one can interpret the results in terms of the lithosphere252

thickness: we will discuss this topic in Section 3.2.253

As for lateral variability of the local profiles, they are – in the same (0 – 500 km)254

depth range – also markedly different from each other. Note that the sameness of the255

profiles below 500 km depth is not surprising since we used global – thus laterally-uniform256

– Q-responses to constrain conductivity in the lower mantle. Beneath Oahu and Tris-257

tan da Cunha islands, where mantle plumes are hypothesized [Rychert et al., 2013; Schlömer258

et al., 2017], we observe an apparent feature – an enhanced conductivity zone in the re-259

covered profiles. However, the depth to the high-conducting zone is noticeably different260

in HON and TDC profiles. Beneath Tristan da Cunha island, this zone is centred at a261

depth of ∼ 180 km, which agrees with a depth where the velocity of the conduit/plume262

is revealed by a finite-frequency tomography [Schlömer et al., 2017, cf. their Figure 9]263

is minimal; recall that the researchers usually associate the lower velocity zones with higher264

conductivity regions. The high-conducting zone beneath HON is revealed, however, at265

a larger depth (of ∼ 300 km) which is also in accordance with seismic results in that266

region [Wolfe et al., 2009, cf. their Figure 2].267

Figures 3-5 present experimental (i.e. estimated from the data) TFs and TFs com-268

puted in the local 3-D models with the recovered 1-D mantle profiles. One can observe269

good general agreement between the modelled and experimental TFs. The remaining (rather270

small, however) discrepancy could be attributed to the hypothetical 3-D conductivity271

structures beneath islands, which are incompatible with an assumption we made, namely,272

that underlying crust and mantle are 1-D. Another cause of the difference could be a po-273

tential inaccuracy of the bathymetry data.274

In the next section we compare our results with the results of independent EM stud-275

ies.276
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Figure 3. Comparison of the observed and modeled best-fitting MT tippers at TDC, HON

and CKI observatories, respectively. Uncertainties of the observed MT tippers are indicated by

the error bars.
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Figure 5. Comparison of the observed and modeled best-fitting global Q-responses. Uncer-

tainties of the observed global Q-responses are indicated by the error bars.

3.1 Comparison of new 1-D profiles with the models from the indepen-277

dent EM studies278

Figure 6a compares our 1-D profile (red) with the profiles obtained by Morschhauser279

et al. [2019] (black) and Baba et al. [2017a] (blue) below TDC observatory. For the ref-280

erence, a globally averaged 1-D mantle structure beneath oceans from [Kuvshinov et al.,281

2021] (green) is shown. The 1-D model of Morschhauser et al. [2019] was obtained by282

inverting the same MT tippers, using the same, quasi 1-D, problem setup and the same,283

CMAES, inversion technique. The distinct difference between our approaches is that we284

invert – along with tippers – the longer-period TFs, thus covering the wide period range285

between 5 minutes and 110 days; this allows us to constrain conductivity at larger depths.286

Bearing this information in mind, we expected to see similar conductivity distributions287

from the surface down to a depth of ∼ 100 km – which is indeed the case. Note that288

tippers are TFs with periods shorter than 3 hours; thus, inversion of only tippers, as it289

is done by Morschhauser et al. [2019], does not permit constraining conductivity struc-290

tures at upper mantle depths reliably. This is why the profile from Morschhauser et al.291

[2019] below 100 km does not show any conductivity variations. Very low conductivi-292

ties seen in a global profile at shallower depths are not reproduced in both our and Morschhauser293
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Figure 6. Comparison of the revealed 1-D conductivity profiles beneath three island ob-

servatories. Plots (a), (b) and (c) present the results for TDC, HON and CKI observatories,

respectively.

et al. [2019] results. The reason for this disagreement we explained in the previous sec-294

tion. As for the profile from Baba et al. [2017a] it is much closer to a global model at295

depths smaller than 100 km, in terms of very low values of conductivity. We see the fol-296

lowing explanation for that. The profile by Baba et al. [2017a] is obtained by an inver-297

sion of sea-bottom impedances estimated in the period range between 500 sec and two298

days. In contrast to our TFs estimated from the surface (purely poloidal) magnetic field,299

impedances are evaluated from the plane-wave horizontal electric and magnetic fields.300

Plane-wave horizontal electric field (in the non-1-D environment, and either at the sur-301

face or sea bottom) contains the toroidal/galvanic part, which is sensitive to the resis-302

tive lithospheric structures [Fainberg et al., 1990]. Moreover, in a non-1-D environment,303

the sea-bottom horizontal magnetic field also comprises the toroidal constituent. This,304

in particular, means that the sea-bottom impedances – along with tidal signals – allow305

researchers to probe high-resistive/low-conducting lithosphere. Besides, their sea-bottom306

impedances were estimated at as long as one day; this allowed the authors to likely con-307

strain conductivity distribution down to a depth of ∼ 500 km. Interestingly, their pro-308

file also contains the enhanced conductivity structure, however, less pronounced and at309

a slightly shallower depth.310
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Figure 6b compares our HON 1-D profile with that from Larsen [1975]. His pro-311

file was obtained by inversion of long-period (periods between 4 hours and 10 days) impedances312

estimated from around two years of HON observatory magnetic data and electric field313

measurements nearby. As the author stated, there appears to be a unquestionably re-314

solved highly conducting zone in the depth range 330 – 380 km. Remarkably, we also315

reveal the enhanced conductivity zone at comparable depths. Since the minimum pe-316

riod in his analysis was 4 hours, it precludes resolving the structures at the shallow, 0317

– 200 km, depths; this explains the difference between our and Larsen’s results at these318

depths.319

Figure 6c compares our CKI 1-D profile with that from Munch et al. [2018]; note320

that their profile is the only EM result we found in the literature for this region. As in321

figures for TDC and HON, globally averaged 1-D mantle structure beneath oceans [Ku-322

vshinov et al., 2021] is also shown. One can observe that starting from ∼ 150 km depth,323

our 1-D model closely follows the global profile. In particular, and in contrast to TDC324

and HON models, the CKI profile does not contain a high-conducting zone in the up-325

per mantle, which agrees with an absence of plume below Cocos Islands. One can also326

see that profile of Munch et al. [2018] differs much from our and global profiles, at least,327

down to a depth of 1000 km. This is not completely strange, since long-period (periods328

longer than one day) local C-responses inverted by Munch et al. [2018] are only sensi-329

tive to lower mantle structures of the Earth; moreover, the lateral grid (1◦× 1◦) used330

in their study to account for the OIE during their quasi 1-D inversion seems too coarse331

to reproduce OIE adequately (see Chen et al. [2020] for more details on this issue).332

3.2 Estimating thickness of the oceanic lithosphere333

The lithosphere is the rigid outermost layer of the Earth, and it is the fundamen-334

tal mechanical unit of the plate tectonics theory [Turcotte and Schubert , 2002]. The litho-335

sphere base, which is called a lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary (LAB), divides the336

rigid lid from the weaker mantle. A variety of physical parameters (seismic velocity, den-337

sity and electrical conductivity) are adopted to map the thickness of the lithosphere (or338

depth to LAB) [McAdoo and Sandwell , 1985; Winterbourne et al., 2009; Rychert and Shearer ,339

2009, 2011; Grayver et al., 2016, among others].340
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Table 1. Thickness of the oceanic lithosphere, Tl, beneath TDC, HON and CKI as estimated

in this study and independent studies.

Island From where estimates of Tl are taken Tl (km)

TDC This study 36

Morschhauser et al. [2019] 30

Baba et al. [2017b] 35

Based on eq. (8) 58

HON This study 110

Woods et al. [1991] and Woods and Okal [1996] 100

Based on eq. (8) 127

CKI This study 80

Based on eq. (8) 100

We estimated the thickness of the oceanic lithosphere, Tl, beneath TDC, HON and341

CKI observatories from the recovered local 1-D conductivity profiles as the depth (in the342

shallow part of the upper mantle) from where conductivity starts to increase, after a grad-343

ual decrease at smaller depths. The same procedure was applied to estimate Tl from the344

conductivity profiles below TDC obtained by Morschhauser et al. [2019] and Baba et al.345

[2017b]. We summarize the results in Table 1. Remarkably, the estimates appeared to346

be rather similar, giving a thin lithosphere of ∼ 36 km. As for HON, we obtain the rel-347

atively thick lithosphere with Tl ∼ 110 km below this region. Interestingly, this value348

is close to an estimate of Tl ∼ 100 km obtained by Woods and Okal [1996] from the seis-349

mic data in the region. Finally for CKI, we estimate Tl as ∼ 80 km. Our results indi-350

cate that Tl significantly varies from island to island, but surprisingly enough that by351

averaging local estimates, we get a value, 75 km, which is very close to the global esti-352

mate of Tl (72 km) obtained by Grayver et al. [2016].353

In addition, we estimated oceanic lithosphere thickness beneath the considered is-

lands using the lithosphere age consideration. There is a common consensus that the oceanic

lithosphere thickens with age. This thickening occurs by conductive cooling, which con-

verts hot asthenosphere into the lithospheric mantle and causes the oceanic lithosphere

to become increasingly thick and dense with age [Turcotte and Schubert , 2002; Lu et al.,
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Figure 7. Global distribution of the oceanic lithosphere age. Data is taken from Müller et al.

[2008].

2021]. Specifically, the age of the lithosphere can be converted into the thickness of the

oceanic lithosphere utilizing the following formula [Ranalli , 1995]

Tl(θ, φ) = 2.32
√
κ a(θ, φ), (8)

where κ is the an average thermal diffusivity for the silicate rocks – taken as 10−6m2s−1,354

cf. Table 7.4 of Ranalli [1995] – and a is the laterally-variable age of the lithosphere (cf.355

Figure 7). We provide in the table the estimates of Tl based on eq. (8) taking lithosphere356

ages beneath TDC, HON and CKI observatories as 20, 95 and 60 million years [Müller357

et al., 2008], respectively. As is seen from the table, our estimates of Tl based on a joint358

inversion of EM TFs generally agree with estimates based on eq. (8), thus confirming359

a progressive thickening of oceanic lithosphere with age. It is interesting to notice that360

– in spite of general agreement – our estimates of Tl are systematically ∼ 20 km lower361

than estimates based on eq. (8).362

4 Conclusions363

We developed a tool to simultaneously invert island multi-source transfer functions364

in terms of 1-D conductivity distribution. Specifically, we jointly invert magnetotelluric365

tippers (periods from a few minutes to three hours), new global-to-local (G2L) magnetic366

transfer functions (periods from a few hours to one day), and global Q-responses (pe-367

riods from a few days to a few months). Inverting TFs in a broad period range allows368

us to constrain the conductivity in a wide depth range – from crust to lower mantle. The369
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critical feature of the tool is a rigorous and accurate account for the ocean induction ef-370

fect (OIE) which makes the forward problem fully 3-D. OIE is modelled using a nested371

integral equation approach and invoking high-resolution bathymetry. The inverse prob-372

lem is solved employing a stochastic algorithm which finds a global minimum and does373

this for a moderate number of iterations.374

We implemented the developed methodology to invert TFs estimated at three is-375

lands of different tectonic environments. Beneath two of them – Tristan da Cunha (South376

Atlantic) and Oahu (North Pacific) – we observe an apparent feature in the recovered377

profiles – an enhanced conductivity zone, which is in agreement with seismic results sug-378

gesting mantle plumes beneath these islands. Besides, the recovered 1-D conductivity379

profiles indicate oceanic lithosphere of different thicknesses beneath each island, confirm-380

ing a progressive thickening of oceanic lithosphere with age.381

The ongoing work is an implementation of the tool to constrain 1-D conductivity382

distributions beneath many other islands around the world where long-term magnetic383

measurements have been performing [Rigaud et al., 2021]. We notice that the tool is384

designed so that it can be easily adapted to include alternative TFs, like impedances and385

G2L electric TFs, provided long-period electric field data at islands are also available.386

Noteworthy, using “electric” TFs allows the probing of high-resistive structures in the387

lithosphere. Moreover, substituting tippers with impedances enables us to apply the multi-388

source TFs inversion concept to constrain 1-D conductivity distributions (from crust to389

lower mantle) beneath inland geomagnetic observatories. Such inversion is also a topic390

of future research, which in particular will include a proper treatment [cf. Püthe et al.,391

2014] of potential galvanic effects in electric TFs. Finally, we would like to mention that392

along with TFs originating from the signals of external (either ionospheric or magneto-393

spheric) origin, one can think about adding tidal EM signals (at locations where these394

signals are reliably detectable) into a joint inversion to further reduce the uncertainties395

in the recovered 1-D conductivity profiles.396
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